
461 B. Comparison with the features in magnetic torque
462 and magnetoresistance

463 Figure 4 shows the field dependence of the Hall
464 coefficient RH [Fig. 4(a)], the derivative of the magnetic
465 torque d!=dH [Fig. 4(b)], and "xx!H" [Fig. 4(c)] measured

466in the YbB12 sample Ha. Several signatures show up in all
467three quantities. At #0H1 # 19.6 T, a kink (slope change)
468is observed in RH [indicated by the dashed lines in
469Fig. 4(a)]. (Note that the peak at H !H1 may be caused
470by a slightly incomplete cancellation of the picked-up "xx
471terms between the negative and positive field sweeps due to
472small temperature difference.) At the same field, strong
473peaks occur in both d!=dH and "xx. The features at H1

474gradually smear out at higher T, yet the characteristic field
475H1 is almost T independent. At around 28 T, a small cusp
476appears in d!=dH [arrow in Fig. 4(b)]. It approximately
477aligns with a local maximum in both field up sweeps and
478down sweeps of MR at temperatures below approximately
4791 K [Fig. 4(c)]. We attribute this feature to an extremum
480of the quantum oscillation occurring between 25.5 and
48130 T (Appendix Sec. A 4), which is further introduced in
482Sec. VA. Both RH and d!=dH show another kink [crossing
483of the two dashed lines in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively]
484at "30.4 T with the uncertainty of about 0.2 T; this feature
485identified as a second characteristic field H2 is in line
486with a rounded maximum in the down sweeps of MR. All
487the signatures mentioned above are reproduced in the
488measurements of sample N1 (from a different batch),
489wherein the characteristic field H1 stays unchanged but
490#0H2 # 31.3 T is slightly higher (Appendix Sec. A 4).
491Some of the signatures we present here were explained as
492field-induced metamagnetic transitions in our earlier work
493[35]. These attributions followed theoretical predictions
494that an AFM state will appear in Kondo insulators subjected
495to large magnetic fields that are below the gap closure
496[84,85]. However, it was later shown that the corresponding
497features are not observed in thermodynamic quantities such
498as the magnetocaloric effect [82], magnetostriction, and M
499[36]. In particular, the absence of a signature inM strongly
500suggests that they are not metamagnetic transition fields.
501Instead, the signatures at the characteristic fields in
502YbB12 closely resemble those in the heavy-fermion metal
503CeIrIn5, where kinks in ! can be resolved but no feature
504appears in M. The latter kinks are interpreted as field-
505induced Lifshitz transitions that are not accompanied by
506metamagnetic transitions [86]: The modification in FS
507topology causes a change in the transverse magnetization
508(which is captured in !) but has very weak impact on the
509longitudinal magnetization M. Although in numerous
510heavy-fermion materials the Zeeman-driven Lifshitz tran-
511sition does correspond to a simultaneous metamagnetic
512transition, this does not happen in CeIrIn5 due to the
513robustness of Kondo physics in this material against
514magnetic fields [86]. Such an argument will also be valid
515in YbB12, where the field suppression of the Kondo gap
516cannot be understood as the destruction of Kondo corre-
517lation [36,82]. Consequently, we assign the characteristic
518fields shown in Figs. 4 and 12 to putative Lifshitz
519transitions (here we note that, whereas these transitions
520are likely to correspond to changes in FS topology, we do

F4:1 FIG. 4. Comparison of the field dependence of (a) Hall
F4:2 coefficient RH , (b) field derivative of the magnetic torque
F4:3 d!=dH taken with tilt angle $ # 5.8° between H and the [001]
F4:4 direction and (c) transverse resistivity "xx versus H applied along
F4:5 the [001] direction in YbB12. The insulator-to-metal-transition
F4:6 field #0HI#M is 46.6 T in this sample, as denoted by the vertical
F4:7 dash-dotted line. Clear dHvA and SdH oscillations appear below
F4:8 HI#M as shown in (b) and (c), respectively. The vertical gray thick
F4:9 lines represent two characteristic fields: a nearly T-independent

F4:10 signature #0H1 # 19.6 T manifested by (a) a slope change in RH
F4:11 and peaks in (b) d!=dH and (c) "xx!H", and a second signature
F4:12 occurring at #0H2 # 30.4$ 0.2 T which is implied by the kinks
F4:13 in RH and d!=dH [dashed lines in (a) and (b), respectively]. This
F4:14 latter feature roughly corresponds to a local maximum in MR for
F4:15 the down sweeps. Alternatively, the small cusp in d!=dH at
F4:16 approximately 28 T (arrows) is identified as an extremum of
F4:17 quantum oscillations (see Fig. 12 and Appendix Sec. A 4).
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Figure: A 
comparison of 
(a) Hall effect, 
(b) magnetic 
torque, and 
(c) electrical 
resistivity in the 
Kondo insulator 
YbB12 confirms 
that quantum 
oscillations and 
phase 
transitions 
show up in all 
three physical 
measurements 
at the same 
magnetic fields. 

This allows 
phenomena 
that arise from 
the coexisting 
populations of 
neutral 
fermions and 
“conventional” 
electrons to be 
identified.

Kondo insulators are a class of electrical insulators in which strong
interactions between electrons in different energy levels open up a
band gap at low temperatures. YbB12 is a Kondo Insulator that is
thought to posses topologically protected quantum states that
allow it to display characteristics of both a metal and an insulator.
Using the magnetic fields provided by the 45T Hybrid, 65T pulsed
and 73T Duplex magnets, MagLab users measured quantum
oscillations and phase transitions in YbB12 in magnetization,
resistance and Hall effect. These data revealed the coexistence of
relatively ordinary electrons and novel charge-neutral
quasiparticles. The surprising suite of observed physical properites
results from scattering between the two cohabiting fermion fluids.
The data show that the charge-neutral quasiparticles behave like
Fermi-liquid states, responding to magnetic fields in a way
resembling that of electrons in regular metals such as copper. On
the other hand, the “ordinary” electrons act as a non-Fermi liquid, a
groundstate sometimes seen in exotic systems like high-
temperature superconductors. These observations verify that a
very unusual two-fluid state exists in YbB12, resolving a vexing,
five-year-long paradox as to how an insulator can behave like a
metal in high magnetic fields and supporting the notion that this
constitutes a new phase of matter.
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